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PRETTY
PICTURES
What Do Pretty Pictures & Dog
Cancer Have In Common?
Story by Susan Heller

A

s it turns out, quite a lot. If you are like most of us who are besotted by our critters, the fact that you can preclude oral cancer in your best friend will be welcome
news. Canine malignant lymphoma (CML) is progressive and it is fatal. Caused
by exposure to lawn pesticides, Tufts University’s Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine says exposing your dog to them increases the risk of CML up
to 70%. Want a pretty, luxuriant, green lawn? Go organic. There, that was easy wasn’t it?
More expensive, sure, but worth it, right? And you’ll have to be more vigilant in terms of
your neighbor’s herbicide protocols. Still, best friends and all.
So is it weird or is it just me who’s confounded by the fact that we are willing to go out
of our way to protect our pets. But our kids and their kids? Not so much. Here with, more
pretty pictures...
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Global view of the winds as seen by the Scatterometer
instrument aboard the Seasat satellite.
Photo credit: Peter M. Woiceshyn, NASA/JPL-CALTECH
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Ice bergs melt. Salt water
sinks. Earth’s climate
engine - the Ocean
Conveyor - goes
catawampus.

Let’s get clear on something from the start. In terms of whether climate change can be changed, I have three words for you: James Lawrence Powell.
- Ph.D. in Geochemistry from M.I.T.
- Appointed by both Reagan and George H.W. Bush
- Served on the National Science Board for 12 years
- Currently Executive Director - National Physical Science Consortium
I won’t insult your intelligence about the reality of climate change.
I know you know first-hand that the jig is up on that score. Primarily
because wherever you are in the country, you’ve been living the consequences: tornadoes, hurricanes, drought, nor’easters, blizzards, killing
heat, epic floods, storm surge. And that doesn’t begin to address the
manifestations in the rest of the world.
The only question left exists solely in the mind of the public, which
is directly related to the panic and upset of companies who fear losing
money if we act like grown-ups and accept accountability for what’s going on. So there’s been a “red scare”, as in massive monies invested in
manipulating you, me, we, the public. Bull-hockey. We’re smarter than
that.
Here’s the proof: utilizing the rigorous bench mark of peer-reviewed
studies and a complex and thorough methodology, out of 13,950 articles
documenting the human component of climate change, Dr. Powell cites
only 24 that say, “Nah”.
So there it is. In black and white. Nearly every scientist on the planet
agrees: our colossal, planet-sized, carbon footprint is poisoning the future of our kids and their kids. We really need to grow up and get over
ourselves here.
The party line clearly states…oh wait...the environment has no party.
We are, all of us, together on this user-friendly spaceship called Earth.
There is only one of them in the entire solar system, and we’re it. I may

be wrong about this but I’m fairly certain you can’t get a replacement
planet at Wal-Mart or Costco. That means that even if you are a bizillionaire, you cannot buy an environment or even protection from the
one that is dissolving and devolving under our very feet.
Dear Reader, please do not roll your eyes at me in that tone of voice.
This is not gooey “Save the Whales” environmental sentimentality. In
fact, my intention was to show the subject from both sides and let you
decide. Try as I might, I simply could not do it. The evidence is so utterly
overwhelming that anyone who denies it must surely share ancestry
with the geniuses who continue to maintain that the earth is flat.
Brinksmanship—which has always been a favorite American pastime—will, this time, have the gangsters coming to collect our debt of
desecration from our kids. Who will save them? Half of the Hollywood
disaster films and not a few Discovery Channel docudramas have made
use of the device of a shared enemy to unite all the people of earth in a
single purpose: “DATELINE! Destruction of the planet is imminent. Incoming meteorite or little green men with bad attitudes are on the way.” At
which point geographic delineations cease all relevance, nations pull together, we use our combined human ingenuity to save the earth. Cut to
black. Roll credits.
Let’s try another movie genre. In what I freely admit is a maniacally
sustained “metaphor-recall”, if you will, the old horror story of the babysitter who receives increasingly frightening phone calls from a stalker
threatening the children who are asleep upstairs. At first she considers
them crank calls and continues playing X-Box. But soon she becomes
worried and then too terrified to move. She calls the police who tell her
they will trace the calls. The line cuts out. She replaces the receiver and
jerks violently when it rings again. Shaking, she lifts the phone, her
watery fear turning to relief when she hears the police on the line. Her
knees buckle, she sinks to the floor. She manages to get the receiver back
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to her ear only to hear the officer yelling to her to run for her life, the call- the plant by removing water from its root structure. You can also add
er is in the house. That’s when she hears heavy footsteps coming down gypsum which will aide in the removal of the salts from the soil comthe stairs. Do you get it? This is us. Doing this, unto us. It’s an inside job.
position.”
What’s at stake? Our collectivee $$$, ka-ching, finances, brokerage
Here, we revisit the beginning: it isn’t just carbon loading, it is also
accounts, retirement savings, real estate holdings, national and global the reality that we’re poisoning ourselves with pesticides. Dan addresses
investments, off-shore stashed cash....am I making myself clear here? the issue head-on: “We use organic products as much as possible. Not
Wherever we have our money, wealth or financial assets, they are in real only are these products incredible, they add nutrients to lawns that synjeopardy.
thetic fertilizers do not. We’re
Watching the Hudson
very happy with our organic
River in Manhattan pouring
products and the results our
into the site of Ground Zero
client are seeing.”
six years after it was predicted
and subsequently ridiculed as
Ahhhhh!
hysteria and hype, I had a bit
Every Connecticut citiof a tantrum that resulted in an
zen on the coastline, listen up.
out-and-out rant:
FEMA will be issuing revi“We are like cosmic childsions to their Flood Insurance
prodigies. We are savants in
Rate Maps (FIRM) on July 8th,
terms of our gifts for technol2013. The update is designed
ogy and the cultural arts, but
to address the actual 100-year
altogether incapable of the
storm. As bad as Sandy was,
simple skill-set that defines
it did not reach 100-year flood
getting along in the cosmos.
levels, which means the worst
13,950 peer-reviewed climate articles
We don’t play well with
is yet to come. We just don’t
others. We do foul our own
know when.
1991-2012
nests. We don’t understand
Local towns will adopt
consequences. We seem inthe new FIRM guidelines. As
24 rejected global warming
capable of dealing with the
an example of the impact of
frustration of not having our
human climate change, conCourtesy of James L. Powell
desires and wants satisfied
sider Fairfield Beach, most of
instantly. We keep playing
which is currently an A or AE
the brinksmanship game, preZone of 12 feet (zones define
tending our dice-roll will althe base floodplain). Once the
ways come up 7 or 11.
new regulations go into effect,
Then again, maybe we’re
almost every house will be rea virus. We’ve mutated and
zoned at 15 feet, which means
begun like many parasitoids
that almost every house on
to destroy our host. One might assume that the planet will eventually Fairfield Beach will be non-compliant. That doesn’t even include the
throw off the infection because we will have made the place too toxic for V Zones—which stand for velocity—meaning structures have to resist
our own survival. At which point Mother Nature will have taken the simultaneous assaults of wind and water that not only rises, but has
Earth back. Maybe this time she’ll stick with lightning bugs and electric force. Anything you infill has to be “breakaway”: it is illegal to stop the
eels. At least they light up the
force of the water from going
place without burning everythrough the base of a home.
thing to the ground.”
The biggest concern is how to
I know, I know. Extreme
protect the health, safety and
pessimism and not a little dewelfare of the occupants and
spair. However, I am over it.
the structure when the water
Entirely. We are altogether too
comes surging through. There
far down the road of shared cliis no if here. It is when the wamate catastrophe to continue
ter comes through.
to shake our fists in frustra“Traditional New England
tion or wag fingers in faces.
building materials don’t fare
I’m declaring New Rules of
that well in severe weather unEngagement, no shame, no blame. Right is irrelevant, wrong is what less installed with storms in mind,” says Chris Pagliaro of Bartels Pawill continue to happen if we don’t get off our complacent butts and start gliaro Architecture in South Norwalk. He’s been building homes on the
dealing with this. We simply need to use our amazingly facile brains and Connecticut coast for 30 years. “The swirling, storm-driven wind makes
astounding creativity to deal, cope, reverse and/or otherwise mitigate rain move not only sideways, but upwards; under shingles, roof overthe on-going and ever-growing repercussions of climate change.
hangs and window sills.”
There is money to be made here, new companies to address the isWith 85% of their projects on or near the coast, Bartels Pagliaro are
sues, new technologies to reap billions. So let’s let go of the past, think the go-to guys for what’s new and what to do. Although it isn’t new to
future, and put our almighty dollars where our proverbial butts are.
them. None of the homes the firm designed and/or built were taken out
by Sandy because they’ve been incorporating the leading edge weatherDealing with Extreme Weather in Connecticut
resistant features for years. What is different is the awareness of the
Specific Solutions: Coastal
public in terms of just how vulnerable they are. Chris no longer receives
Landscaper Dan Mazabras of Odd Job Landscaping in Darien, sug- push-back from his clients about spending extra money to do it right.
gests that those who were flooded by Sandy have their soil tested to find He comments, “We are a reactionary society. With Sandy, we finally hit
out what the salt levels are. Dan explains, “The salt actually dries out the reset button.”

Nearly every scientist on the planet agrees:
our colossal, planet-sized,carbon footprint
is poisoning the future of our kids and their
kids. We really need to grow up and get over
ourselves here.
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Does this home belong to a Democrat
or a Republican? Does it matter?
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Brinksmanship, which has always been a
favorite American pastime, will, this time,
have the gangsters coming to collect our
debt of desecration from our kids.
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New York’s Governor Cuomo’s now famous 2012 quote said, “We get
a storm of the century every two years now” [italics mine]. In Connecticut
it’s been rather more frequent than that. Chris agrees: “With Sandy following Irene, then the Halloween Frankenstorm, people now take these
forecasts seriously. There is a specific dilemma when building near the
water.” Furthermore, he adds, “People spend a lot of money for the
views and that means lots of window glass. But the beautiful scenery
comes at a price because it makes the house less stable in terms of structure.”
Chris begins with a steel structure to make up for the void created by the windows. He utilizes engineered-wood instead of dimensional lumber because it doesn’t expand and contract as much. The
engineered-wood becomes the infill of the steel skeleton. He uses triple
lapped siding and puts storm louvers on French doors, out-swing only,
because the force of the water helps them stay closed.
Then he brings up the Big Question: What is coastal Connecticut
going to become? In the Outer Banks of North Carolina, people are used
to seeing houses on stilts. Chris says we’re heading in that direction as
well. “Most towns require you to be a foot above FEMA,” If you’re at
15 feet – you have to go to 16. Quite often your grade—the level of your
lawn or land—is at 8 or 9 feet. That means that your first floor will be a
full story in the air.”
At the time of this writing, before the new FIRM guidelines are official, Bartels Pagliaro were in the process of raising over a dozen projects
between Norwalk and Darien alone. The cost of the lift is just the beginning, running around the $30,000 range. Then you have new foundation
construction, retaining walls, grading, stairways, utilities disconnected
and reconnected. Without doing anything else to the house, the dollars
have just ka-chinged exponentially to a range of $150, 000 to $300,000.
Connecticut-Specific Solutions: Inland
Chris Pagliaro builds homes at the highest level of storm-resistance
on the seashore, but he happens to live (and also build) inland. When
looking at photos from the 1960s, he notes how much less dense the
tree cover was. Much of Connecticut was farmland, but when it became
chic to live in Fairfield and Westchester Counties while commuting to
Manhattan, trees and suburbs became inextricably linked. We love our
trees. We fight to keep them from being cut down. That said, Chris’ first
reaction when building his home was to look around and “..see which
of them could fall on my house and kill my wife or kids.” Those he cut
down.
It does seem necessary to keep stating the obvious because some of
us are pretty good at outright, downright denial, something Chris sees
all the time with clients. “People tend to believe we can predict, understand, and cope with nature and the weather,” he says. “But just because
Sandy didn’t get you doesn’t mean you’re out of harm’s way.” Remember
the New England tornados in 2011 that slammed the Connecticut River
Valley; Springfield, Massachusetts; northern and western Maine? How
about the fact that Sandy also nailed Michigan, Wisconsin and the Appalachian Mountains?
What can you do? Talk to an architect. Explore retrofit upgrades
such as steel construction, shear walls, triple lapped siding, storm shutters, as well as retrofitted connections for roof, walls and foundations.
Oh, and there is that other small matter of things going rapidly downhill with all of us contributing to the problem.
Here with a list of sites that illustrate the issues and provide easy,
friendly tips on how to contribute to the solution.
pbs.org/wgbh/nova/space/earth-from-space.html
goinggreen-gettinghealthy.com/green-living-solutions.html
fairfieldgreenteam.org
Susan Heller has earned a reputation for excellence as a Writer, Ghostwriter, Producer and Director. She also designs and directs; TV spots,
advertising, video and multimedia presentations when she’s not writing
speeches or helping other professionals hone their public speaking skills.
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